Dear Friends

After the tragedy in France, a local woman said to me, "I know the right thing to do, I just don't want to do it." She didn't want to allow Muslims into the U.S. She knew it was wrong. She knew we have for decades protested that had Jews been allowed into the U.S. before WW II hundreds of thousands of lives may have been saved, with millions of Jewish descendants. Now others flee for their lives. But she is frightened. Perhaps two years ago you read about the neo-Nazi who murdered three religious Christians coming out of Jewish facilities in Overland Park, KS. He was gunning for Jews but couldn't distinguish between gentiles and Jews. This woman lives in one of those facilities. She's frightened. Who can blame her?

Discuss this and other issues with fellow RRFEI members in the network's new Facebook group by clicking HERE!

A snippet from Jewish Theology and World Religions, Chapter 8

A book edited by Alon Goshen-Gottstein and Eugene Korn

In his book, JEWISH THEOLOGY AND WORLD RELIGIONS, Rabbi Eugene Korn writes in summary in the eighth chapter:

"If one looks at this map temporarily, one can plot four stages in the evolution of Jewish religious thinking about Christianity under different historical circumstances:

1. In the first and second centuries, Jewish Christians came to be regarded as heretics(minim) or apostates from Judaism. For Jews to believe in Jesus and the 'new covenant' was considered avodah zarah.
2. In the Middle Ages, when Jews lived in small communities in Christian Europe and were dependent on economic interaction with Christians, most Rishonim in Ashkenaz ruled (in accordance with the Talmudic opinion of R. Yohanan previously cited) that Christians were not idolaters, but they still considered belief in..."
Perhaps Nahman of Bratslav had it right, "The entire world is a narrow bridge, and the ikr is not to be afraid."

Do we judge others as tselem elokim, or is "V'ahavta l'reyecha komocha" really only about our relations with Jews? These questions confront us daily. With the publication of Torah HaMelech we shuddered at a halakhic justification for murder of "the other." With the publication of Derech HaMelech by Ariel Finkelstein, we are presented with a halakhic refutation.

We witness the human confrontation with the fear of the "other," whether the other is perceived as a Jew or a gentile.

On the right side column, Orthodox posek Rabbi Yaakov Ariel speaks of basic human decency, a proto-Toraitic understanding, a proto-Toraitic understanding, that murder is wrong. Anything forbidden to gentiles in the Noahide commandments is forbidden also to Jews.

I write this knowing that our mutual daily concern in RRFEI is the soul of the Jewish people. Here are two links to important articles by Tamar Rotem [link], writing about changes in the Haredi world; and Christian doctrine to be illegitimate avodah zarah.

3. In the late Middle Ages and early modernity, the majority of Aharonim did not consider Christianity to be avodah zarah for non-Jews.

4. From the seventeenth century to the twentieth, when Christian toleration of Jews grew, Christianity as a positive historical and theological phenomenon for non-Jews that helped spread fundamental beliefs of Judaism (for example, God, revelation, and the Noahide commandments) and thus advanced the Jewish religious purpose.

... Jews who have been touched by modernity and who value openness to Western culture, dignified relations with Christians, and appreciation of Christianity’s moral and spiritual values can also find ample halakhic justification for their aspirations."

Basic human decency: a proto-Toraitic understanding

by Rabbi Yaakov Ariel, Orthodox Posek

I write this knowing that our mutual daily concern in RRFEI is the soul of the Jewish people. Here are two links to important articles by Tamar Rotem [link], writing about changes in the Haredi world; and Christian doctrine to be illegitimate avodah zarah.

3. In the late Middle Ages and early modernity, the majority of Aharonim did not consider Christianity to be avodah zarah for non-Jews.

4. From the seventeenth century to the twentieth, when Christian toleration of Jews grew, Christianity as a positive historical and theological phenomenon for non-Jews that helped spread fundamental beliefs of Judaism (for example, God, revelation, and the Noahide commandments) and thus advanced the Jewish religious purpose.

... Jews who have been touched by modernity and who value openness to Western culture, dignified relations with Christians, and appreciation of Christianity’s moral and spiritual values can also find ample halakhic justification for their aspirations."
Anshel Pfeffer [link], predicting that a family leaving the Haredi world is just the tip of what's coming. You will see that some in Israel are naturally, on their own, arriving at some of our shared conclusions: that the Chief Rabbinate of Israel has no business controlling people’s lives, that Jews should be allowed to freely choose our religious practices.

Even so, the struggle for the Jewish soul continues. Who gets to define legitimate Judaism? Which Jews does the Chief Rabbinate represent? How do we build a Jewish state for all of the world's Jews?

Please take a look at the articles, and let us know in the Facebook group for RRFEI [link] what you think.

Kol tuv,

Mark

Resources

- Chief Rabbi Lau attacks Bennett over pluralism
- J-REC / AJC Mission to Israel
- Giyur K’halacha
- Acts of violence
- Kashrut regulations for hotels and event halls

Contact us

email: organizers@rrfei.org
Phone (US): 646-334-5636
Phone (Isr): 054-779-1179

Not yet a member?

Please register here »

Rabbis for Religious Freedom and Equality in Israel represents a broad spectrum of Jewish belief and practice, and champions the values of religious freedom and equality fundamental to World Jewry, in partnership with Hiddush for the realization of these principles in Israel and the Diaspora.
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